Global Invited Back To Testify Before Congress

Global's President & CEO urges Congress to increase funding for Down syndrome research by at least $20 million for the government’s 2019 budget. Global and the Down syndrome community are deeply grateful to Chairman Tom Cole (R-OK) and Ranking Member Rosa DeLauro (D-CT) and to all of our bipartisan leaders.

Meet This Young Dynamic Duo Helping To Change The Lives Of People With Down Syndrome

The talented newbie of Kacey Bingham and Brittany Bowlen will chair our star-studded 10th Anniversary Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show on October 20th. We are thrilled to have two strong and forward-thinking women chair the single-largest fundraiser benefiting people with Down syndrome!

Crnic Grants Fund Life-Changing Down Syndrome Research

Dr. Joaquín Espinosa, Executive Director of the Crnic Institute, announced $800,000 in Crnic Grand Challenge Grants to a cheering crowd on World Down Syndrome Day. To date, the Crnic Grant Program has funded more than $6 million in grants to 42 researchers and scientists.

VeteransAgainstAlzheimer's Applauds Global's Research Efforts in DC

VeteransAgainstAlzheimer's supports Global and Congress in their efforts to pass a bill that would establish three Alzheimer's Research Centers with a subspecialty in Down syndrome. Thanks to Reps. Coffman, Sessions, and McMorris Rodgers who have introduced the Medical Improvement of Neurodegenerative Diseases (MIND) Act of 2018.

Global Empowers Jobs For People With Down Syndrome Across The Nation

This month, Global awarded $17K to nine organizations through its Self-Advocate Employment Initiative Grants. These grants, a benefit of Global membership, enable local Down syndrome organizations to hire individuals with the condition.